
As hard to kill as “The Terminator“As hard to kill as “The Terminator“
OFFICE SAFESOFFICE SAFES
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“Now Available with S&G Dial or S&G Keypad. Includes our new spring loaded relocker”“Now Available with S&G Dial or S&G Keypad. Includes our new spring loaded relocker”
OFFICE SAFESOFFICE SAFES

Height Width Deep (Inches)

27 21 201/8 Exterior

211/4 151/3 134/7 Interior

Weight: 297 lbs Cubic Feet: 2.43

Height Width Deep (Inches)

32 231/4 20 Exterior

262/9 175/9 134/7 Interior

Weight: 374 lbs Cubic Feet: 3.61

Height Width Deep (Inches)

361/2 235/8 203/4 Exterior

305/9 175/9 141/6 Interior

Weight: 440 lbs Cubic Feet: 4.4

HS-750E
(ELECTRONIC)

HS-880E
(ELECTRONIC)

HS-880C
(DIAL LOCK)

HS-750C
(DIAL LOCK)

HS-1000E HS-1000C
(ELECTRONIC) (DIAL LOCK)

 � 1 Inch Bolts.
 � 3-way locking chrome bolt work.
 � Interior adjustable shelves in 
all models.

 � Interior drawer.
 �Water resistant.
 � Door detente device automatically 
locks safe.

 � Electronic keypad upgrade on 
all models.

 � Recessed curvature provides 
virtually airtight construction 
preventing smoke damage.

 � Anchor bolt for bolting safes to 
the floor on all models (except 
HS-1750E).

As Hard to kill as the Terminator
Hollon Office Safes are ultimate protection machines... manufactured with state-of-the-
art technology and craftsmanship to provide the best protection of your documents 
and valuables against the threat of fire and burglary.
Just look at these features:

- Rated for 2 full hours at 1850˚ F outside, these safes refused to heat up past 350˚ F on the inside.
- Survived the KSG 30-foot impact test that simulates falling from a collapsing second story onto concrete. 
- Bolt-down hole and hardware are included to add burglary resistance to the already heavy duty bolt work.

These elite safes are practically unstoppable.
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OFFICE SAFESOFFICE SAFES
“Now Available with S&G Dial or S&G Keypad. Includes our new spring loaded relocker”“Now Available with S&G Dial or S&G Keypad. Includes our new spring loaded relocker”

Height Width Deep (Inches)

52 275/9 25 Exterior

45 206/7 181/9 Interior

Weight: 704 lbs Cubic Feet: 9.85

Height Width Deep (Inches)

44 275/9 25 Exterior

371/5 206/7 181/9 Interior

Weight: 572 lbs Cubic Feet: 8.13

HS-1200E HS-1200C
(ELECTRONIC) (DIAL LOCK)

HS-1400E HS-1400C
(ELECTRONIC) (DIAL LOCK)

 � 1 Inch Bolts.
 � 3-way locking chrome bolt work.
 � Interior adjustable shelves in 
all models.

 � Interior drawer.
 �Water resistant.
 � Door detente device automatically 
locks safe.

 � Electronic keypad upgrade on 
all models.

 � Recessed curvature provides 
virtually airtight construction 
preventing smoke damage.

 � Anchor bolt for bolting safes to 
the floor on all models (except 
HS-1750E).

As Hard to kill as the Terminator
Hollon Office Safes are ultimate protection machines... manufactured with state-of-the-
art technology and craftsmanship to provide the best protection of your documents 
and valuables against the threat of fire and burglary.
Just look at these features:

- Rated for 2 full hours at 1850˚ F outside, these safes refused to heat up past 350˚ F on the inside.
- Survived the KSG 30-foot impact test that simulates falling from a collapsing second story onto concrete. 
- Bolt-down hole and hardware are included to add burglary resistance to the already heavy duty bolt work.

These elite safes are practically unstoppable.
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OFFICE SAFESOFFICE SAFES
“Now Available with S&G Dial or S&G Keypad. Includes our new spring loaded relocker”“Now Available with S&G Dial or S&G Keypad. Includes our new spring loaded relocker”

Height Width Deep (Inches)

593/4 311/2 25 Exterior

53 244/5 181/9 Interior

Weight: 902 lbs Cubic Feet: 13.76

Height Width Deep (Inches)

631/2 455/7 25 Exterior

568/9 384/7 181/9 Interior

Weight: 1650 lbs Cubic Feet: 23

HS-1600E

HS-1750E

(ELECTRONIC)

(ELECTRONIC)

HS-1600C

HS-1750C

(DIAL LOCK)

(DIAL LOCK)

 � 1 Inch Bolts.
 � 3-way locking chrome bolt work.
 � Interior adjustable shelves in 
all models.

 � Interior drawer.
 �Water resistant.
 � Door detente device automatically 
locks safe.

 � Electronic keypad upgrade on 
all models.

 � Recessed curvature provides 
virtually airtight construction 
preventing smoke damage.

 � Anchor bolt for bolting safes to 
the floor on all models (except 
HS-1750E).

As Hard to kill as the Terminator
Hollon Office Safes are ultimate protection machines... manufactured with state-of-the-
art technology and craftsmanship to provide the best protection of your documents 
and valuables against the threat of fire and burglary.
Just look at these features:

- Rated for 2 full hours at 1850˚ F outside, these safes refused to heat up past 350˚ F on the inside.
- Survived the KSG 30-foot impact test that simulates falling from a collapsing second story onto concrete. 
- Bolt-down hole and hardware are included to add burglary resistance to the already heavy duty bolt work.

These elite safes are practically unstoppable.
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What a Difference a hinge Makes!What a Difference a hinge Makes!

Hollon Safe uses our own design solid 
steel hinge. These cost roughly 500% more 
than an industry standard hinge used by our 
competition. Seems crazy right? We don’t 
think so because we want our customers to 
have decades of trouble free use of their safe. 
Our vault hinges on our gun safes are “NO 
SAG HINGES” and this takes much more steel 
to produce. 

Lesser quality hinges are much smaller 
and often use “hinge cap” to make the smaller 
hinge look larger and more secure. How do 
you know if the gun safe you are 
looking at uses a hinge cap? Easy, 
it will be adjustable and no sign 
of being welded onto the front of 
the safe. It will look to perfect due 
to the use of epoxy to hold it into 
place. The adjustable feature is 
also needed because it’s only a 
matter of time before it sags. Then 
the door will begin to stick and it will 
be hard to open and close. You may 
even need to lift up on the handle 
to get it to open. These are better 
than internal hinges which won’t let 
the door open completely. 

Some competitors use internal 
hinges. These are also something 
to be aware of. I suggest you open 
the door and place your hand on 
the hinge and follow it around to 
the inside. You will notice there is 
no fireproofing where the hinges 

are attached. So if a chain is only as strong 
as its weakest link…here is the weakness. 
Those companies will often say stuff like “that 
is why it is only 75 minute fire rated and not 
90 minutes.” Which sounds good but it just 
doesn’t work that way in a fire. 

These hinges work but it’s important you 
know what you are getting for the money. 
Hollon hinges are some of the best in the 
world and we are proud to offer these on our 
top safe models so you have trouble free use 
of your safe for decades. 
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Do you knoW fireproofing?Do you knoW fireproofing?

The fire department tells us that it is on 
average 20 minutes from the time the fire 
sparks until they are ready to spray water 
on the house. This is not because the fire 
department is slow. But instead it is due you 
and me discovering we have a fire and then 
alerting the fire department. It’s even slower 
if we are not home. Then we must depend 
on the neighbor or someone passing by and 
seeing smoke and fire. 

Once the fire department has arrived it 
takes on average 20 minutes to extinguish 
the fire. So a solid 40 minutes can go by and 
that is past the time of safes purchased in a 
big box retail store. This is also why Hollon 
Safe doesn’t even offer a fire rating less than 
45 minutes. 

There are several types of material that 
are used for fireproofing in safes. High 
compression rated Concrete composite is 

used on high security burglary safes. But 
beware the word “composite” is often used 
on all types safes these days. This material 
adds fireproofing and security to the safe at 
the same time. 

Other materials are also used. Such as 
a light compression concrete or “plaster of 
Paris”, different types of fire resistant foams, 
and for most gun safes fireboard is used. 
Regardless of which material is used always 
go for the most length of time in fire rating 
that you can afford. 

None of us want a fire and none of are 
expecting our house to burn down. But if it 
does, it is better to be over prepared by an 
hour than 1 minute too short. 

Did you know that a closet burns at a 
higher temperature (2000 degrees) then the 
house (1000)? This is due to the clothes in 
the closet. 
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